Mapping the unknown - A workshop of dance improvisation, inquiry &
somatic awareness

This improvisation laboratory will focus on dance improvisation through the process of
self/group inquiry and somatic exploration in order to unravel the presence of the moving body.
Each session will be rooted in somatic awareness, guided improvisation and release technique as
tools for deepening the kinesthetic sense of the body, while preparing for more dynamic and
contextual movement in time and space.
We will use improvisation scores and moving tasks to help us connect sensations to movement and
images with the aim of mapping the cognitive processes involved while improvising in the present
moment.
Observation, action and reflection will be the central methodology of this inquiry allowing the
body to become a moving experience, as well as the ground of our investigation. Like artist
/scientist, we will gather data with our senses and question the range of our perception in order to
expand our zone of possible (non)-actions and choice making within the context of improvised
dances. There will be plenty of room to share our findings and experiences within the group circle.
We will also devote time to observe what constitutes the emergence of instant composition
elements both as a viewer and/or as an active improvisation player within a score. Through looking
for example at expression, phrasing, dynamic, impulses, choices and gesture certain qualitative
interpretations and associative images can be derived from open improvisations which can in turn
act as a basic dramaturgy in space.
In this workshop we will:
- Develop the capacity to be present while not knowing what happens next.
-Make immediate choices based on direct perception and body sensation.
-Explore the bridge between internal and subtle movement within the bigger connection to the
group and improvisation environment.
-Engage in the inquiring process of observation, action and reflection in improvisation practice
both as viewer and mover.
No prior dance experience is required to participate, only curiosity and willingness to explore the
moving body in an open and safe environment.
This training is open for dancers of all levels, actors, visual and performing artists, bodyworkers,
movement/art therapists, and curious individuals looking to deepen their experience of movement,
improvisation and embodiment.

Registration and info :
www.lavisiva.org
www.kaypatru.net

bio
Kay Patru is a choreographer, dance artist, certified shiatsu therapist, and improvisation teacher
currently based in Amsterdam, Netherlands. His work focuses primarily on developing
improvisation tools and somatic awareness to sensitize the body to its innate movement potential as
well as researching the link between improvisation and choreographic methodology.
Originally trained in classical ballet and contemporary dance, he danced from 1998 to 2003 in
companies such as the Netherlands Dance Theater II , the Grands Ballets Canadiens and the Ballets
Jazz of Montreal, while working for renown choreographers, among others Jiri Kilian, Ohad
Naharin, Jacopo Godani, Crystal Pite.
Kay followed a bachelor in visual art/multimedia in 2003 at the image and sound department of the
Royal Academy of Arts in the Netherlands.
He subsequently became freelancer while being featured as performer and collaborator in numerous
European dance productions. His own choreographic work has been presented and supported in the
Netherlands (Melkweg theater, Dansateliers studios, Lucent dans theater), Italy (Rifrazzione
festival), and South Korea (National University of Performing Arts, Seoul International
Improvisation festival, Seoul dance center).
In recent years Kay Patru was guest teacher of contemporary dance and choreographic practice
at the Korean National University of Performing Arts while mentoring and assisting undergraduates
and master students. He will be artist in residence at the Seoul Dance Center this coming fall 2016
to develop a multi-media project with local artists from Seoul.
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